OCTOBER 2010 - ELECTION GUIDE
As this issue of Tanzanian Affairs goes to press the country is gripped
by election fever. At stake in the elections scheduled for October 31
2010 are the presidency and vice-presidency of the United Republic,
the presidency of Zanzibar, hundreds of seats in the National Assembly
and the Zanzibar House of Representatives, and thousands of seats for
local councillors.
It is hoped that next issue of Tanzanian Affairs will contain an account
of the final stages of the election campaigns and a summary of the
results.
Changes
Since the last elections in 2005 there have been a number of changes in
organisation and procedures in the ruling Chama cha Mapinduzi (CCM)
party aimed a making them more open and democratic. For example, the
Party, which has ruled the country for almost 49 years, and has always
ensured a tight control over selection of party election candidates by its
Central and National Executive Committees (CC and NEC), has relaxed
its grip this time. Candidates voted in by the people at primary elections
have been approved by the party hierarchy in most cases. However, the
earlier tight control, with its nationwide network of party cells and its
quite remarkable – almost unique – skill in squelching any individual or
group wanting to deviate from the party line, has given Tanzania years
of unity and peace which must be the envy of troubled neighbouring
countries.
However, with the passage of time, people are beginning to reveal their
discontent with the status quo and are beginning to protest more vigorously than they have before so that some election meetings this time had
to be cancelled midway and candidates have been verbally attacked on
a far greater scale than before. This has made for very lively election
meetings.
Efforts have been made also to reduce the rampant corruption evident
in elections in the past. It has become a tradition for candidates, more
numerous than ever this time, desperate to retain or gain power, to
cover photo: Prospective MP for Moshi, Philemon Ndesamburo addresses the
crowds at a CHADEMA rally in Manyema
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distribute money or other bribes to voters. This time however they
found officers of the Prevention and Combating of Corruption Bureau
(PCCB) at most of the primary election centres. Some were shocked to
find themselves being arrested as they tried secretly to hand out bribes
to voters.
THE MAIN CANDIDATES
THE UNITED REPUBLIC - presidential candidates:
CCM - President Jakaya Kikwete for a second term.
For Vice President - Dr Ghalib Bilal.
CHADEMA – Dr Wilbroad Slaa.
For Vice President - Saidi Mzee Saidi.
CUF – Professor Ibrahim Lipumba.
For Vice-President - Juma Duni Haji.
There are a number of candidates from smaller parties also running.
ZANZIBAR - presidential candidates
CCM – Presidency: Dr Ali Mohammed Shein.
CUF – Presidency: Seif Shariff Hamad.
Candidates from seven parties qualified for the Isles’ presidency and
most are likely to stand in the election. They are the representatives
of CUF, CCM, NCCR, TADEA, NRA, AFP and Jahazi Asilia.
Dividing power
An example of the skill with which the CCM party hierarchy controlled
and distributed power amongst the top candidates in the elections was
seen in the selection for the top positions – the presidency and vicepresidency of the United Republic (one of whom must come from the
Isles) and the presidency of Zanzibar.
For the Tanzanian presidential candidate only two candidates submitted their names and one subsequently withdrew. The party then chose
President Kikwete for a second term, virtually unanimously.
For the two top posts in Zanzibar it was more competitive as eight
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Zanzibar - Reconciliation at Last?

Dr Ghalib Bilal (right) greets CCM supporters at the start of the campaign
leaders submitted their names. Among them were Chief Minister
Shamsi Nahodha, former Chief Minister Dr Ghalib Bilal, Ambassador
Ally Karume and Minister Ally Juma Shamhuna. After much speculation in the press, the final decision of the party’s NEC came as a surprise
to many. It was important that Pembans, who normally vote overwhelmingly against the CCM, should be well represented, so the current Vice – President of Tanzania, Dr Ali Mohamed Shein, a Pemban, got
the nomination for the presidency of Zanzibar. The Swahili media gave
the impression that he was chosen because he has been working well
with President Kikwete for the last five years and would be a ‘safe pair
of hands’ in any future disputes between the mainland and the Isles.
It was also important for prominent political leader Dr Ghalib Bilal, who
had tried for the presidency before, to be given a top job. He therefore
became the candidate for the vice-presidency of Tanzania. The choice
of Dr Bilal was politically astute as former Zanzibar President Salmin
Amour, who retains much influence in the Isles, was said to prefer him.
It ensured that he and his many followers would remain loyal to the
central government.
The Zanzibar referendum
This Zanzibar election will be different from the previous three, the
results of which were widely questioned, as, in a referendum held just
before the election campaigns began, the people of Zanzibar voted in
favour of an agreement between the two main parties under which,
whatever the result, the next government would be a coalition.
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In the referendum all 18 constituencies in Pemba voted ‘yes’ but in
Unguja 8 out of 32 constituencies voted ‘no.’ In total 188,705 voted
in favour of the proposal, while 95,613 rejected it. Zanzibar Electoral
Commission (ZEC) Chairman Khatib Mwinyichande announced the
results at Bwawani centre to cheers of “Ndiyo! Ndiyo! Ndiyo!” (Yes!
Yes! Yes!) from a big crowd that had waited for the outcome for several
hours.
In addition to the discussions on the referendum the Zanzibar House
of Assembly debated a constitutional amendment to give Zanzibar the
status of a state which was contested initially because it was thought to
be a violation of the Constitution of the United Republic.
The amendment read: ‘Zanzibar is a state whose boundaries include the
islands of Unguja and Pemba, formerly known as the People’s Republic
of Zanzibar.’ All the 75 MP’s from both CCM and CUF voted for this
amendment. This cleared the way for the Isles to have a government of
national unity to end the long standing political antagonism between
the two parties.
A power-sharing government will be formed after the October elections, and will include the President from the wining party, a First-Vice
President from the second-placed party and a Second Vice-President
from the wining party. The Second-Vice President will be the leader of
government business in the House of Representatives. The cabinet will
comprise ministers from all political parties depending on the number
of seats their party wins in the elections. The post of Chief Minister is to
be abolished in the new set-up – Guardian
The opposition fails again
The 18 opposition parties have once again failed to take advantage of an
increasing pressure from voters for change. Instead they have devoted
a large part of their energy and resources to fighting each other instead
of combining to fight against the monolithic ruling party.
Of the opposition parties only two are of real significance - The Chama
cha Maendeleo (CHADEMA) because of its growing influence on the
mainland and the Civic United Front (CUF) which, in previous elections
in Zanzibar, has run neck and neck with the ruling CCM party.
Although CHADEMA agreed not to oppose CUF in the elections for the
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presidency of Zanzibar there was little or no sign of reciprocity by CUF
on the mainland.
The policies
Traditionally, Tanzanian elections are based largely on the character
of the individual rather than on party policy. But examination of the
early speeches in the campaign gave an indication of some policy differences.
PRESIDENT KIKWETE AND CCM
Readers of Tanzanian Affairs will be familiar with the major policies
of the ruling party and these are unlikely to change in the future. They
include preservation of law and order including protection of the
Albinos, encouragement of foreign investment, pursuit of those alleged
to be involved in corruption, continued expenditure on social services
and improvements in health and education.
The current president began his campaign by addressing five rallies a
day, using two helicopters. His speeches were carefully adjusted for
each audience and the promises for the future were numerous. Less
frequent were explanations on how these promises would be paid for.
- Habari Leo.
DR SLAA AND CHADEMA
Dr Wilbroad Slaa has 15 years of experience as CHADEMA MP for
Karatu. He became well known for putting out a ‘list of shame’ in
2007 naming allegedly corrupt ministers and key party officials, which
prompted a series of legal threats against him by those accused. Despite
vows that they would sue him for defamation, none of them went to
court and the ‘list of shame’ was deemed accurate, earning Dr Slaa credibility as an anti-graft crusader in a country where corruption is said to
eat up a third of the nation’s annual $9.0 billion budget.
Dr Slaa told thousands of chanting CHADEMA supporters at the
launch of his party’s campaign that, if elected, he would, during his first
100 days in power, mainly focus on restoring accountability, integrity
and trust within the government. He said his administration would not
tolerate corruption, embezzlement of public funds and misuse of the
country’s natural resources. Dr Slaa said Tanzania was poor and underdeveloped largely due to poor leadership and weak policies and the
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CHADEMA chairman Freeman Mbowe (left) hands the presidential candidate
forms to Dr Wilbroad Slaa (centre) at a rally in Karatu. Right is Prof Mwesiga
Baregu, chairman of the campaign committee (source Yahya Charahani).
plunder of natural resources such as minerals and wildlife. “Under my
leadership, the issue of corruption will be history…we will take tough
measures against corrupt leaders…. We will not tolerate the plunder of
our natural resources by the so-called foreign investors, who instead
of revamping privatised entities turn them into mere godowns,” he
said. He went on to say that implementation of the 2010 CHADEMA
manifesto, which has been dubbed “Hatudanganyiki” (We will not be
cheated), was the surest way to deal with these shortcomings.
His manifesto focuses on ensuring quality social services, such as education, water and health for all Tanzanians. His administration would
offer free education from Standard One to Form Six and he would
revamp agriculture, establish a robust industrial base, create better paying jobs, enhance security and develop sports and culture. Again, it was
difficult to detect how these would be paid for.
He said that that government expenditure was excessive and disproportionate (President Kikwete had squandered Shs 23 billion on refurbishing State House). He promised to start by trimming his own salary
if elected. Payments of allowances and salaries would have to be cut
back by 20% starting with the President and regional commissioners.
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Parliamentary and senior officials’ salaries would be slashed by 15%.
Slaa pledged to expand the tax base while doing away with the rampant tax exemptions. He pledged to ban official posh cars, and reform
the land law. He promised to remove taxes on construction materials
to enable Tanzanians in rural and urban areas to build decent houses
– Majira.
Whether by coincidence or not, the CCM party has nominated a person
known as Willbard Slaa to vie for Dr Wilbroad Slaa’s parliamentary
constituency, Karatu, in the Arusha region. CHADEMA fears that this
may confuse some voters who in the past 15 years have been used to the
name ‘Slaa’ as their MP.
Postscript: It is said that Dr Slaa did not want to take on the virtually
impossible task of trying to unseat President Kikwete because it would
mean that he would lose his safe parliamentary seat. The Swahili press
has been alleging that, in agreeing to be persuaded by his Chairman,
Freeman Mbowe, who wanted to stand for Parliament rather than try
for the presidency, Slaa insisted that CHADEMA should pay him funds
equivalent to what he would have earned as an MP over five years.
PROFESSOR LIPUMBA AND CUF
Professor Ibrahim Lipumba, who has attempted three times unsuccessfully to become the country’s president, has spent many years as a
lecturer in economics at the University of Dar es Salaam.
He said the country was at a crossroads and needed new leadership.
Shs 11 trillion had disappeared since President Kikwete entered office
in 2005. “This is equivalent to the total government budget this year….
When he took power he promised to deal with corruption but what happened had been delusion and deception. The real culprits have gone free
while those taken to court were facing diluted charges which eventually
might be dropped.” He cited examples of the soaring cost of living and
presented his elections manifesto, promising a new constitution and a
government of national unity. He also challenged Kikwete to have a live
debate so that people could decide how to vote. The President refused.
Significantly, to put fears at rest, he said that he would strengthen the
Union between Zanzibar and the mainland - Mwananchi.
THE Civic United Front (CUF) has nominated 120 candidates from the
Mainland and 50 from the Isles to vie for Union parliamentary seats. It
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has also nominated 50 others from the Isles to contest
seats in the Zanzibar House
of Representatives.
CUF National Chairman
Lipumba said that his party
had invited CCM members
who lost in the election primaries wishing to join CUF
but added that there would
be no automatic nominations for various leadership
positions in the party.
He claimed that he cherished
the idea of an alliance among
the opposition parties, saying it was the best approach
to challenge the ruling party
more strongly, but insisted
that he (Prof Lipumba)
was the best candidate for
Professor Lipumba
the union president with a
vision for change. However,
he wished Dr Wilbroad Slaa all the best in his bid for the presidency.
Several ministers and over 70 former MP’s lose
MP’s unsuccessful in the primaries included Minister for East African
Affairs Dr Deodorus Kamala (Nkenge), Deputy Minister for Fisheries and
Livestock Development James Wanyancha , Deputy Minister for Health
and Social Welfare Dr Aisha Kigoda, Deputy Minister for Education and
Vocational Training Mwantumu Mahiza, Deputy Minister for Natural
Resources and Tourism Shamsa Mwangunga and Deputy Minister for
Information, Culture and Sports Joel Bendera (Korogwe Urban). Former
Planning Minister Dr Juma Ngasongwa (Ulanga West) also lost.
Other prominent MP’s who lost included Joseph Mungai (Mufindi
North), Dr Ibrahim Msabaha (Kibaha Rural) Prof Philemon Sarungi
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(Rorya), John Shibuda (Maswa), Felix Mrema ( Arusha Urban), William
Shelukindo (Bumbuli), – Guardian on Sunday.
Some ten CCM MP’s said to have ‘ganged up’ against prominent
CHADEMA MP Zitto Kabwe (Kigoma South) and caused his suspension from parliament in 2007, have been defeated in the CCM primaries. They spoke vehemently against a private motion that was tabled
by Kabwe on an issue at Buzwagi gold mine and demanded that he
be punished. Subsequently, Kabwe was suspended but not before
he cursed them, predicting that they would not be returned in 2010.
Kabwe’s prophesy seems to have been fulfilled and now he has the last
laugh - Tanzania Daima.
Four ministers returned unopposed
Four cabinet ministers, including Prime Minister Mizengo Pinda, the
Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation Minister, the Minister
for Water Prof. Mark Mwandosya and Ms Celina Kombani, Minister of
State in the Prime Minister’s Office, have been returned to parliament
unopposed. Altogether CCM is starting off the elections with a lead of
13 unopposed MPs. Opposition parties have protested in some cases
- Habari Leo.
A few of the hundreds of election ‘incidents’
The PCCB held a CHADEMA candidate over an alleged Euro 1,000
bribe in Musoma. Again, there were many similar cases – Nipashe.
CCM Secretary General Yusuf Makamba said that CHADEMA’s
presidential candidate Wilbroad Slaa could not be trusted to respect the
presidential oath of office while he failed to stand by the oath he took
as a priest. Makamba said: “He took the oath of obedience and chastity
but he broke it. He got married and then divorced his wife and now he
goes around introducing his fiancée at rallies. How can he be trusted to
run the country?” - Habari Leo.
CCM (as also the Chief Justice) condemned CHADEMA for bringing up
at an election rally the case of the Shs 133 billion embezzlement from the
External Payment Arrears (EPA) account in the Bank of Tanzania (BoT).
Kikwete’s campaign manager said that CCM was not responsible but
certain individuals were. “The matter was sub-judice and so it should
not have been raised at the rally” he said - Mwananchi
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In Tunduma, Presidential
candidate Jakaya Kikwete
had a difficult time while
addressing a rally when the
people indicated that they
would vote for him but not
vote for his CCM candidate
as MP. After speaking for 15
minutes Kikwete had to cut
short his speech and even
the party’s musical troupe
(TOT) could not calm the
noisy crowd and had to
stop playing. Other similar
incidents have occurred at
other places - Majira
CUF suffered a blow in
its one time stronghold in
the Lake Zone - Bukoba
Urban Constituency when its local leader and
President Kikwete greets crowds in Mbeya. former CUF MP Lwakatare
Photo Freddy Maro
defected to CHADEMA in
2008. CUF admitted that they were facing difficulties due to what they
described as foul play by CHADEMA youths and leaders. “These leaders are doing all they can to tarnish CUF’s image and are provoking us
to react negatively” said a spokesman. The ‘Daily News’ reported the
flags of CHADEMA flying near CUF’s flags in several places and at one
CUF branch, CHADEMA placards were placed on the wall of a house
flying CUF’s flag. A CHADEMA spokesman said: “Akili ni nywele, kila
mtu ana zake” loosely meaning everyone has their own way of doing
things.
CUF speakers have pointed out that Tanzania was in the bottom ten
percent of the world’s economies in terms of per capita income, with an
estimated Gross Domestic Product of $22.1 billion or $550 per capita.
John Malecela
The most spectacular casualty in the CCM primaries was veteran
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CCM statesman and former Prime Minister and High Commissioner
in London, John Malecela, who was defeated at Mtera by a young and
upcoming politician called Livingstone Lusinde. The NEC sustained
Lusinde’s victory after former President Ali Hassan Mwinyi was
reported to have asked NEC members to uphold the primary results.
CCM candidates queried
Several CCM candidates are facing objections on grounds of nationality
or forgery of documents and CHADEMA and CUF have filed objections
- Habari Leo.
Private candidates
The government has won again in its determination not to allow independent candidates to stand for election. The Court of Appeal has ruled
that the private candidates issue can only be settled by parliament
which has jurisdiction to amend the constitution.
Registration of CCJ delayed
The Minister of State in the Prime Minister’s Office, Philip Marmo has
said that the party set up four months earlier to oppose CCM, the CCJ,
would not get permanent registration before the October elections
because the Registrar of Parties had no funds to carry out the process
of verifying CCJ membership, as required by law. The CCJ is one of six
parties waiting to be registered - Tanzania Daima.
Mkullo – “I am a citizen”
Finance Minister Mustafa Mkullo, who is standing for the Kilwa seat
in parliament, said he was surprised by allegations by some elders that
he was a citizen of Malawi. “If I am really a foreigner, how come they
didn’t question my nationality in 2005? I am confident because I was
born in Kimamba and raised in Kilosa,” he declared. He had emerged
winner in the primaries with 6,000 votes – Nipashe.
Impartiality
The Tanzania Media Council (MCT) has issued a statement condemning
media outlets that are used as agents of political parties, calling upon
journalists to stop wearing party colours and to stick to professional
ethics. MCT Executive Secretary Kajubi Mukajanga said it was unprofessional for reporters to display political slogans while covering party
campaigns. They should also stop being biased in their reports and
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make sure that all political parties got fair coverage. Journalists are not
supposed to be more Catholic than the Pope while reporting elections,”
he said – Mwananchi.

TANZANIAN OBSERVER & THE UK ELECTION
With Westerners so accustomed to criticising the often flawed elections
in African states, 11 parliamentarians from Commonwealth countries in
Africa and Asia observed how the recent British elections went. It was
not always a pretty sight. People being turned away from polling stations, ballot papers running out and sit-in protests by disgruntled voters
were perhaps not what the Commonwealth observers were expecting to see in one of the world’s oldest democracies. The UK Electoral
Commission announced an official investigation after queuing voters
were unable to cast their ballots in a few polling stations that closed
promptly at 22.00.
“This would never have happened in my country,” said Wilson
Masilingi, a Tanzanian MP who was an observer in Brighton. “If a prospective voter arrives on time, he can vote up to three hours or more
after the polling station closes.” Mr Masilingi was generally impressed
by what he had seen but he recommended that powers should be given
to the Electoral Commission to tell presiding officers to keep polling
stations open for longer. He went on:
“The UK the system is based on mutual trust.” He was impressed by
how the polling station had been opened promptly by the presiding
officer. “In my country this would not be possible….. There would have
to be many people present to make sure the station opened at the right
time.”
The good manners between politicians in the UK impressed Mr
Masilingi. For example, he was pleasantly surprised when they took
defeat - or the suggestion of defeat - so well. “Fifty per cent of politicians
who lose in Tanzania would go to court,” he said. “And if filing court
petitions was free, everybody would go to court.”
But even if British politicians are extremely nice to one another within a
coalition government, Mr Kabudi thinks coalition will be a “daunting”
experience for the UK - BBC News.
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THE SERENGETI ROAD
A proposal by President Kikwete to build a road through the Serengeti
National Park has created a storm of protest amongst wildlife supporters around the world.

Map showing the proposed route (source African Wildlife Foundation
www.awf.org/serengeti)
So much so that the New York Times, which rarely features Tanzania,
has devoted a leading article (August 30) to the subject under the heading: The Wrong Road (Thank you Peg Snyder for sending this – Editor).
Extracts: ‘In late July, President Kikwete announced that his government intended to go ahead in 2012 with plans to build a highway running from Arusha …..to Musoma. No one disputes the economic value
of developing highways in Tanzania. But this planned highway includes
a potentially tragic pitfall: it cuts straight through the heart of the northern Serengeti, one of the greatest national parks on the planet.
It would bisect the route of the great migration, the annual movement
of more than a million wildebeest and other herds. President Kikwete
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has promised that this would only be a gravel road, and has said that he
would never build anything that could harm the ecosystem.
But it would be a commercial highway nonetheless, and it would
link two populous regions of Tanzania. Even a gravel road across the
northern Serengeti would bring an immediate flood of traffic, instantly
fragmenting the ecosystem and causing enormous potential for humananimal conflict in the form of accidents and poaching…
Tanzania could still protect the integrity of the park…. There is an alternative southern route, one that would link more unserved communities
than the northern route and still leave the Serengeti intact.
What is …needed is international pressure on the governments and
NGO’s that would normally help finance this kind of economic development. That includes China, which plays an enormous role in African
development. This is not a choice between economic development and
protecting the Serengeti. It is a choice between the wrong kind of development and the right kind.’
However, the alternative southern route would be significantly more
expensive, particularly since few dispute that better roads from Arusha
to Loliondo and Musoma to Mugumo are required.
The government is therefore left with a difficult decision on whether to
complete the link with a road between Loliondo and Mugumo, or else
pay for a completely new road to the south of the National Park, the
route as yet unsurveyed, but perhaps via Bariadi. The former would
represent around 130km of road, including 50km through the Serengeti,
much of it on existing tracks, while the alternative southern route would
entail over 500km of road, and would arguably not represent a significant enough improvement over the existing road link via Singida and
Shinyanga to justify the enormous expense involved.
In early September President Kikwete, in a nationwide broadcast, indicated that he was unrepentant. He said the project was part of a policy
to link all regions with permanent roads. He added however that, in
view of the need to protect the environment, part of the road would not
be macadamized. “I would like to assure our friends abroad that I am
an ardent supporter of the Serengeti reserve so I will be the last person
to supervise any environmental degradation” – Nipashe.
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Text

CORRUPTION - A VERDICT

The difficulty involved in successfully prosecuting the many corruption
cases now being tried in Tanzania has been illustrated by the completion of the first stage of a significant case. However, the magistrates
taking the case were not in agreement on the verdict; two were for and
one against the sentence of two years in prison for the accused person.
The lawyer for the accused immediately appealed and the suspect was
then released on bail.
In a detailed account of the final days of the trial, published in
Mtanzania and other papers, the Bank of Tanzania’s former Director
of Personnel and Administration Amatus Liyumba was found guilty
of abuse of office. While two members of the panel were satisfied that
Liyumba unilaterally changed the scope of the Bank’s ‘Twin Towers’
project outside the law, regulations and BoT procedures, the chairman
of the panel, Principal Resident Magistrate Edson Mkasimongwa said
he was of the view that the prosecution had failed to prove the charge
beyond any reasonable doubt. The newspaper reported that there was a
stony silence in the packed courtroom as it was stated that there was no
way the accused could escape liability after he arbitrarily changed the
scope of work without consulting the central bank’s governing board.
Liyumba remained calm and composed in the dock as the sentence was
being read out. However, tears flowed freely among some of his relatives after he was sentenced to two years’ imprisonment.
Liyumba, who served the central bank for 35 years before he retired in
2008, was initially charged with two counts of abuse of office and causing the government a Shs221 billion loss, but the court acquitted him of
the second count for lack of evidence earlier. Liyumba first appeared
in court in January 2009, when the prosecution alleged that he and
former BoT Governor Daudi Ballali, who has since died, changed the
scope of work of the extension project, raising the construction cost
substantially. The prosecution’s case banked heavily on eight letters
signed by Liyumba, which instructed the lead consultant to change
the scope of the work. But Liyumba denied the charge, saying he only
provided administrative support to the project, and did nothing other
than convey decisions made by the management to the lead consultant.
He maintained that the letters were approved by the Governor, and that
he could not have signed them without consulting him.
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Liyumba told the court that he was verbally authorised by the Governor
to sign the letters on behalf of BoT as the project manager could not do
so because he was not an employee of the central bank.

TANZANIA RAILWAYS
The problems facing Tanzania Railways Ltd (TRL) have not been
resolved (they have been described in several issues of TA) but a number
of new developments have been reported during recent months.
In May it was revealed that the India-based firm RITES was demanding
$86 million (about Shs 125billion) as the cost of ending the 25-year deal
it had signed with Tanzania three years earlier. However, the Guardian
on Sunday claimed that the company hadn’t invested any money in the
railways during all this time. The paper alleged that RITES had expected
to use the TRL’s shares and assets it acquired in order to borrow $400
million from the International Finance Corporation/World Bank. As the
quality of service on the main lines declined, the paper said, the government eventually agreed to buy back the 51% of shares RITES owns.
Then, alarmed by the financial report presented by RITES, the government’s negotiation team was said to have asked for an independent
auditor to verify the books of accounts, before any compensation deal
could be reached. RITES apparently did not agree to this.
On June 8 the Daily News reported that the government had formed
an interim management team to run Tanzania Railways Limited (TRL)
while the government looked for a reliable and serious investor. RITES
management had agreed to hand over the assets and operations of TRL
as a decision to this end had been made by shareholders on both sides
of the partnership.
TAZARA
The Tanzania Zambia Railway Authority (TAZARA), a company built
with $500 million Chinese aid in the 1971’s and jointly owned by
Zambia and Tanzania, is also in serious operational and financial trouble due to a fall in traffic and the old age of its locomotives, which have
not been well maintained. The railway line runs some 1, 870 kilometers
from Dar-es-Salaam to Zambia’s Kapiri Mposhi.
New Managing Director Akashambatwa Mbikusita-Lewanika, who
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Train services from Dar-es-Salaam to Kigoma resumed in June, although limited to only one serice per week. Photo Jackson Odoyo
was appointed in 2010 has said that the management is determined on
turning around the company. It had developed a 2010 action plan which
indicated what should be done to bring efficiency to the company.
The company was expected to spend about $520, 000 on repairing 500
defective commercial wagons this year. The company currently had 1,
853 commercial wagons, of which only 988 were running. This rehabilitation exercise would see the company increasing its volume of cargo
from the current 15, 000 to at least 72, 000 tons per month. The company’s liquidity problems had resulted in it accruing a huge debt which it
was currently trying to off-set.
In 2008 the two governments had signed an agreement with the Chinese
which would cover the provision of equipment, materials and other
technical services valued at $40million and, in 2010, the Chinese gave
the company a $39 million interest-free loan to revive its operations.
The Daily News (August 8) published a highly critical article saying
that TAZARA’s low cargo load represented nothing but death itself.
This view was in contrast to a TV documentary shown on British TV
which was surprisingly up-beat. The programme showed a very open
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management struggling with great determination and remarkable
resourcefulness. Among the suggestions made in the Daily News was
that TAZARA should open its CEO position to international competition. ‘They should just borrow a leaf from the success of Kenya Airways
(KQ) which employs the service of foreign experts in some of its important departments.’ It quoted a number of companies wanting to use
the line including Tanzania Breweries, Mbeya Cement, Mufindi Paper
Mills, plus the Chinese company mining coal in Chunya.

AIR TANZANIA CORPORATION LTD
Minister for Infrastructure Dr Shukuru Kawambwa, has revealed some
of the problems facing Air Tanzania (ATCL).
He said for several years government has been trying to bail it out by
pumping in more and more capital, but it continued limping. As a
result it was decided that as from June this year the airline would be
restructured. “It is not enough to do minor jobs. We intend to transform
ATCL into a new airline with the cooperation of the private sector,” the
Minister said – Nipashe.
He said efforts by the government to find a reliable investor for
the cash-strapped airline were continuing. The Chinese firm China
Sanangol International Limited (CSIL), which had earlier shown interest, appeared to be withdrawing.
The Minister said that ATCL was spending more than it earns. The
firm’s revenue between July 2009 and March 2010 was Shs 7.8 billion
while its expenditure stood at Shs 26 billion. During this period ATCL
had carried a total of 63,362 passengers and 253 tonnes of cargo.
The Communication and Transport Workers’ Union (COTWU) has also
registered its concern over the plight of ATCL, which they said they saw
collapsing unless concerted efforts were made to resuscitate it.
Air Tanzania Corporation Limited (ACTL) management stated in
April that it could not repair the B737-200 aircraft that crash landed at
Mwanza airport in February since the cost of doing so would be too
high. The Corporation would be referring the matter to its insurance
company – Guardian on Sunday.
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KILIMO KWANZA

One of the main features of the new government policy of Kilimo Kwanza
(Agriculture First) is that certain unused government-owned land and
other land not being adequately farmed might be leased out to local
and foreign firms to use for large scale farming. But this idea is coming
under increased criticism in Tanzania and amongst NGO’s and other
activists abroad. They point out that China has secured land in the
Democratic Republic of Congo roughly the size of Belgium to set up the
world’s largest palm tree plantation and that Rwanda has signed a $250
million investment deal to produce 20 million litres of biodiesel per year
from jatropha, a hardy ‘wonder plant’ that can grow in low-quality soil.
They claim that all over Africa what they describe as ‘land grabbing’ is
speeding up. They warn of possible water shortages, evictions of farmers and corruption.
Tanzania is being criticised for its lack of policy to guide biofuel investment. According to the Tanzania Investment Centre, the country has
over 33 million hectares of uncultivated, arable land. But ‘uncultivated’
doesn’t mean ‘unused.’ For many villagers such land is a source of firewood, medicinal herbs and building materials. When foreign investors
come, locals get displaced. Moreover, loss of economic opportunities is
rarely included in compensation for land legally belonging to a village.
In Kilwa District villagers were paid less than $10 per hectare by a biofuel company for giving up their right to their farms. The International
Institute for Environment and Development, a London-based thinktank, calculated that in some cases the value of timber harvested from
such land each year is higher than the compensation the villagers
receive.

JUSTICE FOR ALBINO KILLERS
Vicky Ntetema has written to TA from Dar es Salaam to describe the continuing persecution of Albinos in various parts of Tanzania and the punishment
being doled out it the courts for those found guilty. Among the recent cases she
mentions are the following:
- Kenyan Nathan Mutei was sentenced to 17 years in prison with hard
labour after admitting in a Mwanza court that he wanted to sell a fellow
Kenyan Albino, Robinson Mkwama, for $260,000. Mutei pleaded guilty
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on 18th August. Almost 50% of the murders of persons with albinism
between 2006 and 2010 were committed in Mwanza region. Mutei will
serve the jail term in Kenya. In his plea of mitigation Mutei explained to
the court that he arrived in Tanzania in June this year with the intention
of seeking a witchdoctor for his personal problems. But the witchdoctor
told him that he had to bring albino organs. On August 10th he left to
find a person with albinism in Kenya. Two days later he was back in
Mwanza and ready to sell Mkwama but walked into a police trap.
- Three men are on death row after the Kahama High Court found
them guilty of brutally killing a 13-year-old boy in Shinyanga region in
December 2008. The men, including a witchdoctor, severed the legs and
took them to the home of the sangoma.
- Also in Kahama, in April 2010, a thirteen year old girl narrowly
escaped death after three men severed her right arm. The men broke
into her home where she was sleeping with her mother, terrorised the
occupiers of the compound using hand grenades and shooting in the
air and ordered the family to pour kerosene on the girl’s severed arm
‘to stop the bleeding’. When they could not find kerosene, they broke
into a shop nearby, stole the liquid and handed it to the family members
before speeding off.
- In April 2010 a four-year-old child in Kigoma Region had her left leg
and left arm chopped off and was left to die just 200 metres from her
home compound.
- Four men including village leaders are to hang for the brutal slaughter
of 54-year-old Lyaku Willy in November 2009 in Shinyanga Region.
Lyaku’s headless body was fished out from the River Kidamlida. His
head and legs were recovered from the home of one of the killers.
- Kazamiri Mashauri is facing the hangman’s noose for the ferocious
slaughter of five-year-old Mariamu Emmanuel on 21st January 2008 in
Misungwi District, Mwanza region. The fifty-year-old man was convicted by the Mwanza High Court in July. Kazimiri and three others
entered the house, slashing Mariamu’s throat open, drinking her blood
before severing her legs and vanishing in the darkness.
The Tanzania Red Cross Society, UNICEF and local authorities in
the Shinyanga region have received $25,000 to help set up camps for
‘Internally Displaced Persons with Albinism.’
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THE NILE - STILL NO RESOLUTION
After ten years of talks there is still no resolution in sight to the controversy over the use of the waters of the River Nile, according to an
analysis published by the UN’s IRIN. Extracts:
“The problem is lack of cooperation in water management,” Debay
Tadesse, senior researcher at the Institute for Security Studies in Addis
Ababa, said. “There is enough water for all the riparian states and an
agreement singed in Entebbe on May 14 opens the way for more equitable management.”
This new agreement, the ‘Nile River Basin Cooperative Framework’
was signed by Ethiopia, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda, but was left
open for a year in the hope that others among the nine states involved,
in particular Egypt and Sudan, would join later. The agreement also
transformed the ‘Nile Basin Initiative’ into a permanent ‘Nile River
Basin Commission.’ Kenya signed on 19 May.
Egypt’s Water Minister said: “Any project that takes away from the
river’s flow has to be approved by Egypt and Sudan in accordance
with international treaties.” But, according to Kithure Kindiki of the
School of Law at the University of Nairobi, neither the unilateral claims
of Egypt on maintaining the status quo on the Nile, nor the threat by
upstream states such as Tanzania, to obstruct the Nile-Victoria system,
are supportable in law.
The new agreement attempts to review two deals signed in 1929
between Egypt and its former colonial power, Britain, and in 1959 with
Sudan. The accords gave Egypt and Sudan up to 87% of the Nile’s flow.
Egypt was also given the power to veto dams and other water projects
in upstream countries. To monitor the water levels, it maintains teams
of engineers along the river. “Egypt’s historic rights to Nile waters are
a matter of life and death. We will not compromise” said the Egyptian
Minister of Legal and Assembly Affairs. The Sudan indicated that it
would not sign the agreement until all the nine states reached a solution to the issues in dispute. But this position could change if Southern
Sudan voted for independence in a 2011 referendum.
Ethiopia wants to build more dams on the Blue Nile, Sudan has promised foreign farmers vast pieces of land, in Kenya farmers want to
expand irrigation and Tanzania intends to build a 170 km pipeline from
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Lake Victoria to supply dry areas.
Uganda’s ‘New Vision’ described the Entebbe meeting: ‘The heat intensified and tempers flared and became as hot as the desert sun.’ The
upper Nile countries say they were never consulted when the agreements were made and that climate change has disrupted the rainfall
patterns.”
On July 27 Egypt offered an olive branch by offering to dig 230 water
wells including 30 in Tanzania as part of its development assistance
programme.
Eventually it was decided to try again at an emergency meeting to be
held in Nairobi between September and November 2010 but Ethiopia,
Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda and Kenya reiterated that they would not
backtrack from the framework agreement which they had signed and
which seemed to give them a chance to obtain greater access to the Nile
waters.

FAITH NEWS
Presidents Kikwete and Museveni attended prayers for Mwalimu
Nyerere’s proposed beatification in Kampala on June 1. President
Kikwete thanked Ugandans for ‘owning’ the process of beatification, a
vital stage towards canonisation or his proclamation as a saint by the
Catholic Church. Kikwete said that by doing so, the Catholics in Uganda
had “in actual fact owned a process that was essentially Tanzanian”.
President Museveni said that Tanzania was the only peaceful country
in the whole of East Africa, thanks to the good foundations laid by
Mwalimu Nyerere. He pointed out that good people would always be
judged by their deeds and not words, giving as an example a reference
to the injured person who was helped by a Good Samaritan after a
priest and a Pharisee passed him without offering any help.
The Association of Imams in Zanzibar (JUMAZA), with 18 other
Muslim organisations, called upon people to vote ‘yes’ in the Zanzibar
referendum on a government of national unity. It was the only way in
which the people of the Isles could get rid of the political animosity that
had been dogging the islands for decades – Nipashe.
Following news that a conference organised by the American Political
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Science Association (APSA) might be held at Dar es Salaam University,
and that gay people would be attending, several Muslim clerics were
quoted as saying that this would be tantamount to provoking disorder.
They said that the people would not sit quiet while their country was
turned into a ‘centre of debauchery’. “If this protest is ignored we shall
stop them physically” they said - An-Nuur.
The Association of Imams in Zanzibar (JUMAZA) has called upon
Muslims to protest at the Child Act 2010, as it contradicts the Islamic
Sheria. JUMAZA Secretary General Maalim Zubeir issued a statement
saying that the Act would not be applicable as it was contrary to the
‘customs and traditions’ of Muslims in the Isles. For example, he said,
“The Act criminalises corporal punishment while in Islam it is allowed
as long as it doesn’t cause physical injury to the child. Caning a child is
allowed when he/she refuses to pray” - An-Nuur.

NEW MINING BILL PASSED
Parliament passed the new Mining Bill following heated debate in the
National Assembly in April. Prime Minister Mizengo Pinda, Attorney
General, Frederick Werema, and Minister for Energy and Minerals
William Ngeleja, had to hear hours of critical contributions by MP’s.
The Citizen reported that CHADEMA MP Zitto Kabwe, Speaker Samuel
Sitta, newly nominated Zanzibar CUF MP Ismail Jussa, and Bumbuli
CCM MP William Shelukindo were among those who kept the front
bench on its toes, constantly seeking clarification on issues.
The MPs took issue with the inadequate compensation paid to villagers
whose land is acquired for mining and also called for more transparency
in operations in the industry. Some 84 MPs contributed to the Bill which
became the most debated Bill during the 19th parliamentary session.
The Bill provides for:
- the setting up of a new Mining Authority
- the government to effectively manage and supervise the sector
- five year reviews of mining contracts
- setting aside specific areas for small-scale miners to avert conflicts
between artisanal miners and big mining companies.
- gemstones to be processed locally; foreigners wishing to mine gem-
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stones will be required to enter into joint ventures with locals.
The Africa Report (No 23 of 23.06.10) commented that this Bill marked
an attempt to increase government revenue and ease fierce public hostility towards foreign mining companies. New investors in Tanzania’s
mining sector will now be charged 4% rather than 3% royalties for
precious and base metals (gross rather than net); they will have to list
on the Dar es Salaam Stock Exchange; and, the government will have a
stake in any new mining project. Gemstone companies will have to be
at least 50% Tanzanian.
The proposed changes are expected to raise mining revenue from $57m
in 2009 to $110m in 2010.

THE CONTROVERSIAL HUNTING BLOCK
For many months Tanzanian Affairs has been receiving a great deal of
information from environmentalists, human rights activists and others
concerning the allocation, in 1992, of a large block of land (4,000 sq
kms) in Loliondo, Arusha to a game hunting firm. This firm, the Ortello
Business Company, is owned by the Deputy Minister of Defence of the
United Arab Emirates and his associates, some of whom are believed to
be members of the royal family of the UAE. Much of the information
alleges that these foreign leaseholders are guilty of various hunting
malpractices.
In 2006 some of the Maasai resident in the area were said to have started
constructing new biomass farming and bringing in large numbers of
cattle during the hunting season. In 2009 it was reported that the government had evicted up to 3,000 Maasai villagers with their cattle.
The original hunting licence has now expired and the company is preparing an application to renew it.
According to the East African, quoting the company, Ortello has been
paying its annual dues of $560,000 to the government, plus $150,000
to the villages around the Loliondo Game Controlled Area as well as
$109,000 to the Ngorongoro District Council. The article concludes
by saying that no other district in Tanzania containing hunting areas
received this level of funding for community development from the
hunting business.
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TORTOISE SMUGGLING UP

Illegal trafficking of live tortoises, snakes and lizards is on the rise
according to an article in the Guardian: “After finding it difficult to deal
with elephant tusks, leopard skins and rhino horns, poachers have now
shifted their attention to smaller animals that can be moved in briefcases or sent as mail,” said Theotimos Rwegasira, a senior conservation
official. “Last year 300 live tortoises from Tanzania were seized in Hong
Kong.” They had been sent via the Post Office’s ordinary mail, something said to have been going on for years.
Mr Rwegasira said that apart from live tortoises and turtles, other
creatures targeted by poachers were frogs and their eggs, snakes and
lizards. He said there were also insects that were in demand abroad.

Elegant Holiday Home - Close to Dar es Salaam at Ununio Beach.
Ideal for long or short stay, business or pleasure.
“Welcome and enjoy your stay
in your second home”
THE HOUSE
• Elegant semi-detached house
with well fenced and pretty garden,
midway between Dar es Salaam
and Bagamoyo close to Bagamyo
Road.
• Quiet and peaceful for work or
relaxation.
• Breezy site close to Ununio Beach
on the beautiful Indian Ocean.

THE FACILITIES
• Self catering with well furnished kitchen.
• Two self-contained, air conditioned rooms, 1 master suite with bathroom and balcony
• Maid, cook and use of car with driver if required
• Daily, weekly and monthly rentals available, for whole house or for double bedroom
with shared kitchen and living room
CONTACT
Edna Kuliwaki, Ununio Beach, Plot113 Block A-Boko, Kinondoni, Dar es Salaam.
Mobile: 00 255 7542 80716
Email: kuliwaki_edna@yahoo.co.uk
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Compiled by Donovan Mc Grath

In order to make this section as interesting and representative as possible we
welcome contributions from readers. If you see a mention of Tanzania in the
journal, magazine or newspaper you read, especially if you live overseas or
travel outside the UK/Tanzania, please send us the relevant item together with
the name and date of publication to the address on page 51. If you do not wish
your name to be published please say so - Editor
Tanzania: Mixing elections with gold mining - New African (July 2010,
No. 497)
According to reporter Sakina Zainul Datoo, ‘President Jakaya Kikwete’s
ruling CCM party . . . is facing (in the elections) its stiffest electoral
competition.’ Apparently, civil servants have ‘threatened to go on strike
if their minimum monthly wage of Tsh60,000 ($43) is not increased to
Tsh315,000 ($224).’ They also ‘threatened to shift their voting allegiance
elsewhere too.’
The President responded with a harsh tone, saying that the country
could not afford such a demand, and the minimum salary could only
be increased to Tsh105,000 ($75) this year. Furthermore, ‘he warned the
civil servants that they would be replaced if they went on strike.’
There is the feeling that if the government tightened the loopholes in the
mining contracts it issues to foreign companies, through the substantial
revenue incurred, it would be able to afford its civil servants a reasonable salary.
Extract continues: ‘Tanzania is endowed with riches beyond imagination under its soil [gold, diamonds, silver, tantalite, coltan, steel, iron
ore, emeralds and sapphires. There are also deposits of cobalt, copper,
natural gas, nickel and titanium]. . . ‘But despite all this wealth, which
has made foreign mining companies super-rich, most Tanzanians still
live in the agony of poverty.’
As a response to media criticism at the way the mining sector has been
handled, President Kikwete formed a commission in 2007 ‘chaired by
Judge Mark Bomani to probe accusations of “theft” of natural resources
and human rights violations. This Commission found that Tanzania did
not benefit sufficiently from the multitude of natural resources under its
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soil.’ A new Mining Act was passed on 23 April 2010 as a result of the
Commission’s findings. ‘However, for all the goodwill that went into
reviewing the mining sector, the new law still does not offer any significant changes. One major component absent from the new law is an
extremely important “windfall tax” clause. . ‘Of the seven gold mining
companies operating in Tanzania, only one, Geita Gold Mine (GGM),
owned by Anglo Gold Ashanti, has paid any corporate tax. . .’
In what can be described as a ‘lost opportunity’, a joint 2008 report
titled: “A Golden Opportunity” by the Christian Council of Tanzania
(CCT), the National Muslim Council (BAKWATA) and the Tanzania
Episcopal Conference (TEC) in collaboration with Christian Aid (UK)
and Norwegian Church Aid showed that the government had incurred
great losses of tax revenue from mining. “We calculate that Tanzania
has lost at least $265.5m in recent years as a result of an excessively low
royalty rate, and government tax concessions that allow companies to
avoid paying corporate tax”...’
The report also shows that ‘over the last five years, Tanzania exported
gold worth more than $2.5bn but only received $21.7m a year in royalties and taxes while the expectation was to get $100m annually.’
Presidents support Nyerere beatification - The Tablet 12.06.10
‘Two African leaders have voiced support for the canonisation of Julius
Nyerere, Tanzania’s founding president . . .’
Extract: ‘On 1 June, speaking at the Catholic Martyrs’ Shrine at
Namugongo, in Uganda, the Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni paid
tribute to the man known in neighbouring Tanzania as “Mwalimu”
(teacher) or “Baba wa Taifa” (Father of the Nation). . . “We should continue praying that [Nyerere] reaches a stage where he could be declared
a blessing of God” [said Mr Museveni].
‘President Jakaya Kikwete of Tanzania echoed Mr Museveni’s words...
‘The campaign to canonise Nyrere began on 26 January 2006 when the
Vatican accepted a request from the Bishop of Musoma in northern
Tanzania to consider his cause. The Vatican then granted him the title
of “Servant of God”.’
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Sea Turtles: Tanzania - The [London] Guardian 22.05.10
‘Sea turtles on Tanzania’s Mafia Island have surged since local people
were paid to stop eating them. Anybody who finds and reports a nest
gets payment up front, followed by a second payment depending on
how many eggs hatch. When the scheme began in 2001, every one of
the 150 nests on the island of 41,000 people suffered poaching - a figure
which fell to less than 1% in 2004. Over that time the number of hatchlings increased from 1,200 to more than 10,000, although this probably
includes the effect of higher discovery rates too.’
Game for anything: safari that thinks it’s a beach holiday - The
Observer 14.02.10
As East Africa’s only coastal game reserve, Saadani National Park is
in a unique location. Nicola Iseard entices readers to experience the
excitement and beauty of the surrounding area, and the warmth of the
local people.
Extract: ‘. . . The beauty of the Saadani Safari Lodge: it is as much about
the people, the locals, as it is the wildlife. . . [here] you live with the
locals. . . When national parks are proclaimed, communities are often
resettled outside the park in an endeavour to control human/wildlife
conflict. But at Saadani the wildlife and the village, which is one of the
oldest settlements in Tanzania (dating from the sixth century), manage
to co-exist. . . The lodge . . . the only safari camp inside the park . . . is
considered part of the community . . .’
Tanzania: [Commercial Bank Launch] - The Tablet 10.04.10
Extract: ‘The Catholic Church in Tanzania has officially launched its
Mkombozi Commercial Bank in a bid to alleviate poverty and boost its
own self-sufficiency . . . The bank, which operates from the premises
of St Joseph’s Catholic Cathedral . . . Dar es Salaam, pledges to accept
clients of all faiths, with an emphasis on “the lower income segment”
of society. . . The bank, which has been operational since August [2009],
offered financial education and business management training, and
pledged to make loans available to small-scale farmers. . .’ Thank you
Doreen E. Woodford for this item - Editor.
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HIV prevention - Martlet (Spring 2010) [Pembroke College, Cambridge,
newsletter]
The following is a short extract of a report by Francesca Woodburn, who
founded the charity Empuaan which aims to reduce the spread of HIV
in northern Tanzania.
‘. . . In East Africa the Maasai are now experiencing the early stages of
what is likely to be a catastrophic epidemic. To the Maasai, HIV is a
“new” disease and a new threat, and most remain uniformed, unprepared and unprotected. . . When I took a job at a newly established
secondary school for Maasai students in Tanzania . . . I saw . . . lovely
young people enjoying all the pleasures of youth completely unaware
of the danger to which they were exposed. . .’ As a result, Woodburn
founded Empuaan (‘Survival’ in Maasai). ‘A key element of Empuaan’s
work is to provide reliable, up-to-date information on HIV in a culturally accessible way and to provide forums for critical thinking and
decision-making through discussion of social issues relating to HIV, its
transmission and impact. . . Empuaan liaises with both governmental
and non-governmental agencies to distribute condoms in rural areas.
. . Empuaan’s most recent initiative is [their] Youth Literature Project
[HIV awareness booklets distributed freely] . . . written in both Swahili
and Maasai. . .’
Tanzania: The illegal trade in ivory
March 29 issue of The East African included two articles by Mike
Mande highlighting the March 2010 report issued by the Londonbased Environmental Investigation Agency (EIA) and the Journalists’
Environmental Association of Tanzania following a joint investigation
into poaching and the illegal trade in ivory.
The first article is headed: ‘Organised poaching, illegal trade - why
Tanzania lost out at Cites meet’.
Extract: ‘A new investigation by a panel of international and local
experts that implicated senior government officials in the illegal ivory
trade and the rise of elephant poaching in Tanzania is believed to have
led to the country being denied permission for a one-off sale of its $20
million ivory stockpile [see TA No 96 for a related article]. ‘The report . .
. says the illegal international trade in ivory is conducted by organised
criminal syndicates with the collusion of corrupt Tanzanian officials. . .
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The report . . . says the most recent Elephant Trade Information System
(ETIS) analysis reveals that the country’s scale of its involvement is
second only to that of China . . .’
Mande’s second article is entitled: ‘Tusks flooding out of Selous during the rainy season’. Extract: ‘. . . Investigations conducted by the
[EIA and the Journalists’ Environmental Association of Tanzania] have
found that the price for raw ivory at the village level at Mloka stands at
$19 per kilogramme, with buyers often being retired army, police and
government officials, who also help provide firearms to the poachers. . .
The Executive Director of the association, John Chikomo said that local
villagers told them that from Mloka, the ivory is transported to Dar es
Salaam in small consignments, sometimes by public bus but also concealed in government vehicles that are never stopped at checkpoints . . .
The investigations confirm that ivory is flowing out of the Selous, with
the connivance of rangers working in the reserve. . .’
Press handouts can save the lives of children - The Independent
12.04.10
‘Western subsidies help Tanzanian reporters expose health risks to
babies and the fight against Aids . . .’
Extract continues: ‘Over 1.8 million adults in Tanzania are infected
with HIV and when the government declared Aids a national disaster
Simon Kivamwo set up AJAAT [Association of Journalists Against Aids
in Tanzania] which was founded in 2003 with the primary objective of
improving reporting about Aids. . . With a grant from the newly established Tanzania Media Fund , AJAAT has organised training workshops
for journalists and is now publishing a weekly newsletter. . .
‘For Pendo Ndovie a grant to hire a car was the means to exposing a
scandal involving fake baby food affecting babies throughout Tanzania.
. . A small grant gave her the means to develop the story and she eventually accumulated sufficient evidence to publish a series of articles which
led to the product being banned from sale. One of the objectives of the
media fund is to encourage independent journalism which roots out
corruption in public life. ‘ Thank you Elsbeth Court and Julian Marcus for
this item - Editor.
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BG Group buys into 3 Tanzania offshore gas blocks in Mtwara - The
East African (14-20 Jun 10)
Extract: ‘British energy firm BG Group, has acquired a 60 per cent stake
in Ophir Energy Ltd, a company licensed to explore and produce liquefied natural gas in Tanzania. The Tanzania government has approved
the deal . . . The three blocks cover more than 27,000 square kilometres
of the Mafia Deep Offshore basin and the northern portion of the
Ruvuma basin located in water depths ranging from about 100 metres
to 3,000 metres. . . Alan Stein, the managing director of Ophir Energy
plc told The EastAfrican . . . that after completion of the initial work programme, BG Group may withdraw from each of the production sharing
agreements or it may assume control and continue to fund 85 per cent
of all costs through to the completion of an extended work programme
which will involve drilling several more wells.’
Dar bans export of raw tanzanite - The East African (14 June)
Extract: ‘Tanzania has banned the export of raw tanzanite gemstone.
Minister of Energy and Minerals William Ngeleja announced the
embargo saying the action was taken to spur development of the local
processing industry, thereby boosting the economy and recouping
profits. . . This is a blow to India’s second largest city of Jaipur, the
main importer of the mineral. Tanzanite accounts for one-third of the
annual gem imports of Jaipur and employs nearly 250,000 people in
cutting and polishing the raw gem for re-export. Industry players in
India fear Tanzania may extend the ban to the export of all raw material
including diamonds, emeralds, rubies, sapphires, turquoise and topaz.
. . According to Jagdish Tambi of KL Tambi of Jaipur, Tanzania’s move
is ill-advised as the country does not have the capacity to cut and polish
the gemstone.
However, Tanzania Mineral Dealers Association (Tamida) chairman
Sammy Mollel disputes this, saying the country has over 400 qualified
experts in cutting and polishing tanzanite. “Cutting tanzanite locally
will minimise smuggling, create employment for local people, help the
industry and contribute more to the government in terms of revenue he
said. . . . It is estimated the tanzanite nets about $100 million annually
while the finished gems are sold for over $500 million annually. . .’
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Elections in Tanzania: What’s the hurry? - The Economist (05.06.10)
‘The president is trying, without much luck, to gee things up.’ Extract:
The World Bank now ranks Tanzania a lacklustre 131st in the world,
dropping steadily down the league as a place for doing business.
Neighbouring Uganda comes in at 112th, with Kenya in 95th place.
Tanzania is the laggard in a poor field. A local brand of socialism first
promoted by Tanzania’s founding president, Julius Nyerere, helped
give its 44m people a sense of unity but failed to equip them for the
21st century. The country still feels elephantine, its infrastructure is
rickety, its electricity patchy, most of its roads unpaved and potholed. .
. Tanzania’s economy is ticking along. This year it may grow by 6%. . .
President Kikwete has at least tried to give the appearance of curbing
corruption. . . Visiting businessmen, however, say they are still deterred
by red tape, a weak legal system and lack of skilled labour. Above all,
they say, Tanzanians seem to lack a sense of urgency.’ Thank you David
Leishman for this item - Editor.
Climate change heating up Lake Tanganyika, fish catches dropping
- The East African (31 May-6 Jun 10)
Extract: ‘Lake Tanganyika, East Africa’s second biggest inland water
mass, is at its warmest in at least 1,500 years, threatening its ecosystem. This is according to a new scientific study published in Nature
Geoscience.
‘Scientists say the lake has been heating up in the past 90 years, which
means that in future, the 200,000 tonnes of fish caught annually . . .
could be under threat.
‘The lake, which straddles the border between Tanzania, Burundi,
Zambia and Democratic Republic of Congo, is a vital source of protein
for the thousands of people living on its shores. It is also a source of
employment for the hundreds of fishermen who take their boats out
each day.
‘The scientific journal says that there is already evidence that the lake
has become less productive, while analyses of lake sediment show that
the unprecedented warming could be attributed to climate change. .
. Scientific experts also acknowledge that other factors, like excessive
fishing, may be doing more harm than any global warming at present.’
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Kunduchi House

Kunduchi House is a friendly, family run Bed & Breakfast situated in Kunduchi
Village 18km northwest of Dar-es-Salaam, offering breath-taking panoramic
views and the cool breeze of the Indian Ocean. Zanzibar and Bagamoyo are
within easy reach, and the famous Kunduchi Hotel with its fantastic watersports facilities is just two minutes walk away.
Security and cleanliness are of paramount importance to us. All rooms are
air-conditioned with on-suite facilities, and we can accommodate up to twelve
adults. There is a lovely Swiss restaurant next door, or if required our staff can
provide delicious local dishes such as “ugali kwa samaki”.
Rates

Non-Resident
Single US$ 35
Double US$ 45

Resident
TShs 35,000
TShs 45,000

For more information visit www.kunduchihouse.com
email leo@kunduchihouse.com or telephone +255 756 532585
You have just found your own piece of paradise.
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MISCELLANY
Submarine cable
Pemba Island in Zanzibar has been connected to the national power grid
through a submarine cable installed in the Indian Ocean from Tanga
Region. The project was co-financed by the governments of Tanzania
and Norway. The 78-kilometre-long cable replaces three old diesel
generators, to ensure reliable electricity supply in the island with much
higher capacity and reliability than before. The Leader of the Opposition
in Parliament, Hamad Rashid Mohamed, said that Pemba’s connection
to the national grid was a step forward in strengthening the Union and
the move would bring about better integration between the peoples of
Pemba and Unguja - Guardian.
Douglas & Brad Pitt
According to the Citizen, cocoa producers in Mbeya Region will in
future selling their produce directly to markets in the US through middlemen. This is the result of efforts by Tanzania’s honourary ‘goodwill
ambassador to the US,’ Mr Douglas Pitt (the brother of the actor Brad
Pitt) who is linking local farmers to US chocolate factories.
Switching to BP
A few days after five vehicles from the President’s Office broke down
due to being filled with adulterated petrol at a Total filling station in
Moshi, the government announced that the vehicles would in future be
filled at BP filling stations– Mwananchi.
World Cup fever
While some World Cup matches were taking place in South Africa many
MP’s skipped sittings of parliament. Deputy Speaker Anne Makinda
had to adjourn the House on one occasion as it was virtually empty
because most of the MPs were watching the matches on TV channels.
Earlier, Speaker Samuel Sitta announced that the House would be dissolved on 20 July and so the sitting hours would have to be extended to
evenings and Saturdays - Mwananchi.
Luxury vehicules
Prime Minister Mizengo Pinda has banned importation of luxurious
vehicles for government officials. Instead, emphasis would be put on
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the mechanisation of agriculture – Daily News.
Music School
A community based organisation in the UK, HDO, has launched a
School of Music in Dar es Salaam. Professor John Howard from Thames
Valley University told reporters that the school would run theoretical
and practical classes. Training would start at certificate level and go
up to degree level and the school would also record albums to be sent
overseas – Majira.
London Congestion Charges
The Guardian, in an article written by Jaston Binala, reported that
the Tanzanian Government had made it clear that it did not owe the
Greater London Authority (GLA) anything for unpaid traffic congestion
charges which the Authority was trying to recover. Foreign Affairs and
International Co-operation Permanent Secretary, Sazi Salula, expressed
surprise that Tanzania was said to owe £753,520 (for 7,203 fines) for the
period since the charge was introduced in 2003 and that a diplomatic
vehicle could be charged any form of tax anywhere.
Tanzania is one of 57 diplomatic missions owing more than £100,000.
The British government says that the charges are not taxes but are similar to highway tolls.

DUAL CITIZENSHIP

Some 50 Tanzanians renounced their citizenship and acquired foreign
nationality in 2009/2010 as the national laws do not allow dual citizenship, the Guardian on Sunday reported. The Citizenship of Tanzania
Amendment Act No. 6 of 1995 prohibits dual and/or multiple citizenship
and the time and manner to renounce foreign citizenship (in the case of
a person with dual citizenship). Minister for Home Affairs, Lawrence
Masha told Parliament in July that the government had decided it was
not the right time for dual citizenship and was working on the possibility of establishing permanent residency instead. He added: “The
country needs the Diaspora as much as they need the country, more so
as their number continues to swell.” But the government has on several
occasions recognised Tanzanians in the Diaspora as among the country’s economic development stakeholders, promising to support and
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facilitate their stay and return from abroad. The Diaspora community
remittances last year were estimated at $14 million.

LEAST CORRUPT
Tanzania is the least corrupt state in East Africa, according to
Transparency Internationals East African Bribery Index published on
July 22 and quoted in the Guardian. In Rwanda however, corruption
was insignificant.
The agency declared Burundi the most corrupt nation in the region.
The survey was conducted among 10,505 respondents selected through
random household sampling across all the administrative provinces in
the five countries between January and March 2010. Burundi had a ‘corruption prevalence’ of 36% with Kenya at third position (45% in 2009 to
32% in 2010). Uganda came second at 33% while Tanzania was fourth at
28%. Key governance and enforcement institutions such as the police,
judiciary and defence featured prominently in the index, as did institutions offering key services like health, education, housing and finance.
In the Aggregate Index for Tanzania there were some new entries
including the Tanzania Ports Authority, the Registrar of Births and
Deaths, the Prisons Service and the Department of Defence.

FOOTBALL NEWS
As part of their warm up for the World Cup, in June the Brazilian soccer team with super stars Ricardo Kaka and Robinho came to Dar for a
friendly match with ‘Taifa Stars.’ Brazil won the exciting match 5 - 1. At
one stage Nageri Kombo, a secondary student stormed onto the pitch
and hugged Kaka. Further information had it that before dashing onto
the pitch, Kombo handed over his shoes, wallet and mobile phone to a
friend, aware that he would be arrested, and he was right! During the
incident, Kaka remained calm as other players looked on astonished.
Some controversy surrounded the funding of the game, with some questioning whether the rumoured US$2.5m used to attract the Brazilian
team could have been better spent. Finally, Minister of Sports George
Mkuchika ended speculation by confirming that the Tanzanian Football
Federation (TFF) had raised the money without government support.
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Football News
After the match Brazilian coach Dunga commented “It was a good test
for Brazil because Tanzania is a good team, very well organised.”
Tanzania have appointed a new coach for the national team, Jan Poulsen.
The 64 year old Dane has had a promising start, leading the Taifa Stars to
a 1-1 draw with Kenya and then a 1-1 draw with the powerful Algerian
team at the start of their qualifying campaign for the 2012 Africa Cup
of Nations competition, a result which prompted the resignation of the
Algerian coach Rabah Saadane. Tanzania last qualified in 1980.

The Twiga Stars celebrate after defeating the Ethiopian side (photo Rashid
Zahor/Mohamed Rashid)
Also in the news were the women’s football team, nicknamed the “Twiga
Stars” who have qualified for their first CAF Women’s Championship
finals after defeating Ethiopia and Eritrea in June. The team is the subject of a documentary by Nisha Ligon entitled “Twiga Stars: Tanzania’s
Soccer Sisters”. Despite a 6-0 defeat by South Africa, the team were
upbeat as they started a tour of America in August as part of their preparations for the finals in October. The tour is sponsored by Tanzanian
businesswoman Rahma Al-Kharoosi. Other teams that have qualified
for the finals are defending champions Equatorial Guinea, Ghana,
Nigeria, Algeria, Cameroon, Mali and South Africa.
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MARY BOYD, one of the stalwarts during the early and middle years of
the Britain Tanzania Society died on August 19. Friends and colleagues
have been paying tribute to her outstanding work for the Society:

do with them.’

Trevor Jaggar, former Executive
Secretary, writes:
‘Mary did,
indeed, contribute to the BTS in
a major way over many years. I
believe she was introduced to the
society by Roger Carter, also a
member of the Society of Friends.
Archbishop Trevor Huddlestone
used to joke that the BTS was run
by a Quaker Mafia! She was instrumental in arranging the AGMs
at Westminster Meeting House.
One of her biggest contributions
was the arranging of receptions
for visiting Tanzanians at what
was then the Quaker International
Centre in Byng Place. She used to
do several of these each year and
was responsible for everything to

Liz Fennell, former BTS Chairperson: ‘It is sad but she died peacefully, with
relatives going to see her every day. The funeral was held at Swinbrook,
a village in Oxfordshire. There will also be a memorial service at the
Westminster Quaker Meeting House later in September.’
Elly Macha, now Executive Director, African Union of the Blind, in Nairobi
writes: ‘It is with profound grief that I learned of the passing of Mary
Boyd who was one of the most active persons in the BTS. I met her first
at a BTS meeting in 1997 when I was studying in Manchester. From
October 1998 to March 2003 I was at Leeds University pursuing a PhD
degree. My living expenses in Leeds were a big challenge. Mary Boyd
and Liz Fennell worked so hard to fundraise for my living expenses
there. She coordinated all the donations from different people for me.
She visited me in Leeds several times for moral support and encourage-
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ment. To me Mary was a friend, a mother and a mentor. She was an
inspiration to all those who knew her. Last year Liz Fennel and I visited
Mary in her nursing home in the South of England. She was so excited
to see me again after six years. We remembered my graduation day at
Leeds in July 2003. Mary was there to celebrate with me that great day.
Mary’s life was the epitome of courage, vision and deep-faith in the
human spirit, which transcends mere physical limitations and goes far
beyond an individual effort in achieving what she believed in. To the
members of her family and friends, I extend my profound condolences.
May God rest her soul in peace.’
BTS Treasurer Betty Wells writes: ‘For the annual meetings and at other
times she provided accommodation for people to stay. She arranged and
organized a Garden Party during the early days. Her connection with
Tanzania was through being guardian to two children who attended the
Quaker school at Ackworth, because their mother was working in the
German embassy in Dar es Salaam. Her main job was as a Social Worker
in the London area. I am grateful to former BTS Treasurer Christine
Lawrence for passing on this information to me.’
PROFESSOR JWANI MWAIKUSA (58), a leading constitutional lawyer who was also a Senior Lecturer in Law at the University of Dar es
Salaam was murdered at his home in Salasala, Dar es Salaam in July.
His son, Baraka, said that moments after his father drove back home,
two armed people forced their way through the gate and ordered the
one who opened the gate to show them the father (Prof Mwaikusa). The
professor’s nephew, who was also present, could not control his anger,
and engaged one of the gangsters in a fight. The nephew was shot
dead, and this prompted the second gangster, to shoot the Professor. A
neighbour who came to find out what was happening was also killed.
A few days later four suspects appeared before the Kisutu Resident
Magistrate’s Court charged with 11 counts, including the killing of Prof
Mwaikusa.
His colleagues described him as a person who contributed immensely
to the scholarly leadership of the University’s legal department. He was
described as a fearless law academic - always an example to follow for
all those who sought to pursue the political and human rights of individuals and the general sanctity and respect of constitutionalism.
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REVIEWS
Edited by John Cooper-Poole (UK) and Marion Doro (USA)
Suggestions from readers about items for future review are always welcome.
An apology. Due to a computer glitch, some errors occurred in the printed
version of Laurence Cockroft’s review of “The Karimjee Family: Merchant
Princes of East Africa”, in the last issue of Tanzanian Affairs. The effect of this
was to reinstate some of the corrections which the reviewer had made while he
was preparing his piece. We apologise for any misunderstanding.
To clarify the situation readers should note that the original review should be
modifed to read as follows:
Para 1. Reference is to the Erasmus University, Rotterdam
Para 2 should read: ‘Buddhaboy Noormuhamed of Mandvi, Gujarat, sent his
son…….’
Para 3: …First, the Karimjees emanate from the close knit Gujarati speaking
Bhora community, a Shia group…..
Para 4: In the 1950’s Abdulkarim Karimjee played a significant part ….

THE GREAT DIAMOND HUNT by James Platt, Creighton Books, 2007.
ISBN 978 9080780842
Fifty years ago, James Platt, armed with a degree in Mining Geology from the
Royal School of Mines in London and, remarkably, a knowledge of Shelley’s
poetry, was employed to traverse MMBA (Miles and Miles of Bloody Africa)
collecting soil samples in the search for diamonds. At the time, following the
world-class discovery by Dr John Williamson, diamonds were being mined at
Mwadui, which is situated roughly midway between Mwanza and Tabora. Mr
Platt’s employer was Williamson Diamonds Limited (WDL), a subsidiary of
de Beers, which had its headquarters at Mwadui. De Beers was engaged in the
search for other deposits of diamonds in north-west Tanzania.
The young geologist was required to follow instructions as set-out in the WDL’s
Geologists Field Manual. It is the detail of life in the field, as directed by the
GFM, which is so fascinating. Most of us have memories of our first overseas
assignment, but few of us manage to write about our experiences. Names are
forgotten and incidents only vaguely recalled, often in an alcoholic daze. Not so
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for James Platt. Each employee, his name, tribe and personality is remembered.
Incidents are vividly described: an early experience of the effects of dehydration; his first kill (of an impala for the pot); an ‘investigation’ by the Tanzania
Transport and General Workers Union; inevitably, the theft of a cash box.
One forgets how different things were in the early 1960’s. The journey from
London to Nairobi was by Vickers Viscount turbo-prop aircraft that took two
days to make it from London to Nairobi via Malta, Benghazi, Khartoum and
Entebbe. He flew the final leg of the journey by Dakota aircraft from Nairobi
to the airstrip at Mwadui. Life in the bush was spartan: no generator; paraffinfuelled Tilley lamps for lighting; a battery operated radio, and a bath rigged up
out of a tin tank. Samples were sent to Johannesburg for analysis, and it took
months for the results to be sent back.
Only Land Rovers and tsetse fly and the vagaries of black-cotton soil don’t
seem to have changed much. Then, as now, the quality of a town was defined
by its bars. At the Diamond Fields Hotel in Shinyanga he bought beers for
the local head of police. Despite his taste for cold beer (IPA), Mr Platt never
tried pombe, a strange lapse, indicative of the social isolation of Wazungu
(Europeans) in the early 1960’s.
The period of Mr Platt’s diamond hunt was immediately before Uhuru. He captures well the spirit of the times in his descriptions of the characters that shaped
his experience: WDL’s diverse work-force; the lady from South Africa in the
adjacent seat on the way out; the police chief in Shinyanga, who cadged beers
and failed to return Mr Platt’s rifles. In common with all young geologists, he
shows scant respect for the management skills of his bosses, or the style of the
local District Commissioners.
In places, Mr Platt’s language is arcane and the syntax garbled although, after
he gets going, the narrative reads fluently. ‘The Great Diamond Hunt’ is an
authentic memory of what it felt like to be a young man from Cornwall, living
in Africa for the first time. It is an authentic and valuable historical record, and
an entertaining memoir.
Tony Marsh
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THE LAST BANANA: DANCING WITH THE WATU Shelby Tucker.
Stacey International, 2010. ISBN 978 1906768 21 8. H/B, pp373 RRP
£17.99
Twenty years ago, when I first went to
Tanzania, the community of permanent
white residents of Arusha was tiny – a
handful of farmers, safari operators and
long-term missionaries, with a subpopulation of researchers and aid workers. It
was literally possible to know them all,
and to recognise them by their vehicles.
Conspicuous among them was a Greek,
known only as Ghikas, who could be seen
around town in a battered Landrover, or
occasionally a tractor if he was short of
fuel – one of the few old-time ‘characters’
around.
On being asked to review this book it
was therefore quite a surprise to find that
ostensibly its main protagonist was none
other than Marios Ghikas, who had been at Oxford with Tucker and who,
shortly before his farms were nationalised, had invited Tucker to come to share
the ‘last banana’ of the title. The scion of a wealthy Greek family who owned
major coffee plantations on the slopes of Kilimanjaro, and the Livingstone
Hotel in Moshi, Ghikas was one of very few Greeks to remain in Tanzania
following independence and nationalisation of almost all of their assets. His
background and experiences, as documented here, are a valuable record of the
important Greek influence on the development of the country (dating back to
the German occupation), and the trauma of the nationalisation process on those
it affected. As well as the Ghikas family and other Greeks, Tucker also covers the stories of other white settlers similarly affected, including that group
of remarkable men who farmed at Ol Molog on the north-western shoulder
of Kilimanjaro. The story continues to the present day, revealing that Marios
Ghikas is back on some of his ancestral coffee estates, struggling to make them
profitable once more.
The sections of the book devoted to Ghikas, his fellow Greeks and other colonists in northern Tanzania will be the most appreciated part of the book for those
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interested in Tanzanian history. Much of it, however, concentrates on Shelby
Tucker himself, and his travels through Africa, more or less en route to Moshi
to see Ghikas, but with lengthy diversions through Sudan and Ethiopia, and his
marriage in Zanzibar, form a large part of the story. The whole is intermingled
with excerpts from the adventures of David Livingstone and Wachagga history.
It is well written, however, and its scholarly references and notes are, for once,
usefully in their proper place as footnotes.
John Grimshaw
A MEDICAL SAFARI. Richard Evans. Athena Press, 2006. ISBN 1 84401
748 6. About £6 on Amazon.
We missed this is one when it was published. It tells of a “safari” which started
at a mission hospital in Uganda in 1969. Then in 1971 Richard joined the
medical staff of the newly opened Bugando Hospital as an obstetrician/gynaecologist. Both he and his wife were particularly interested in the development
of maternal and child health services in the rural areas. After five years he and
his family moved to the New Hebrides before returning to Tanzania as the
medical coordinator in the planning stages of ODA’s Southern Regions Health
Project, which included the enlargement of the government hospital at Mbeya
to become a regional referral hospital, with an extensive outreach programme.
Richard is remembered as a good raconteur whose tales seldom lost anything
in the telling, and this is all good vintage stuff. It is necessarily a personal and
selective account, but is a good read.
J. C-P.
AFRICA’S LIBERATION; THE LEGACY OF NYERERE. 2010.
Pambazuka Press. ISBN 979 906387 71 6. P/B pp195
This new collection of essays is an introduction to the philosophy and politics
of Julius K. Nyerere, a tribute to his legacy, and a rumination on the trajectory of Tanzanian politics since his death in 1999. The essays themselves are
mostly written by Tanzanian scholars and activists, and all share a desire to cast
the legacy of Mwalimu in a positive and developmental light.
The collection is certainly rose-tinted, opening with a poem that asks ‘where do
we go from here?’, and reflecting on Mwalimu’s undoubtedly positive achievements in nation-building and education. Later on, it falls to Chris Maina Peter
and Marjorie Mbilinyi to sound a note of caution on Tanzania’s human rights
and gender equality record.
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What comes across most consistently - and is also most fun to read - is the spirit
of Nyerere: that rare combination of intellectual ferocity and human instinct.
During his tangles with the IMF in particular, he combines a robust (although
partly flawed) defence of ujamaa socialism, whilst simultaneously admonishing the arrogance and myopia of the Washington development bureaucracy. It
is stirring stuff, and fascinating to read post-credit crunch.
Mwalimu Nyerere is central to the narrative and identity of post-colonial
Tanzania. And whilst this collection will teach relatively little to those who
already know this, it does illustrate just how multi-faceted this narrative and
identity is. He would be happy with this. His legacy is not just as a portrait on
a government office wall, but as a living, breathing part of everyday life and
politics in the country.
Henry Kippin
THE HADZA HUNTER-GATHERERS OF TANZANIA. Prof Frank
Marlowe. University of California Press, 1910. ISBN 978 0 520 25342 1. P/B.
£19.95.
How cool are the Hadza? Having done a bit of work (i.e. hunting and gathering) you spend time with your family, community, mates, discussing the
environment, children, food, decisions – men and women together. You enjoy
leisure time with a game, a chat, a snooze or preparing your arrows for the next
expedition. Maybe you even contemplate the meaning of life and your world
view without dogmatic monotheism or existentialist crisis or fear of eternal
damnation. You share stories, ideas, food, laughs, politics, a bit of the local
weed and some local history – having hung out in the same place for over
60,000 years you really get to know your community and history. Maybe you
worry a little about the rain or your neighbourhood: “the place has gone down
hill since those agriculturalists moved in!”
I am not a romantic when it comes to Africa, but the Hadza? I admire them,
their values, their minimal ecological footprint, their spirit of equality and
egalitarianism, the way they don’t take themselves too seriously.
So Prof Frank Marlowe is one lucky guy to be able to write an ethnography
of the Hadza – not least because there are only 1,000 living in a fairly small
area. But clearly he is sensitive to the privilege of being able to move with and
research the Hadza. The author’s rigorous approach ensures this is not simply
an ode to a noble people; while the affection and respect he has for his ‘subject’
shine’s through it, but doesn’t taint the evidence.
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Particularly interesting was the equitable role and clear responsibilities women
have, compared to most societies, including our own “over developed” countries. Women choose their partner freely, are not cast out or into homes if they
are widowed and organised communal childcare gives freedom to participate
economically and politically. Sexual relations are negotiated around menstrual
cycles, women lactating and a certain amount of choice ensuring good reproductive health and child spacing.
The Hadza, and this ethnography, are a robust example of evolutionary theory
and why it is essential to understand humans; how evolution occurs through
natural selection which in turn leads to adaptation to changing environments
– or extinction. What is remarkable is how little the Hadza have changed,
especially given the often negative and increasingly hostile forces that surround
them.
And this is my only criticism - apart from the language being a little academic
and at times inaccessible. What is lacking is an analysis of the Hadza’s political economy and participatory action-research that could lead to an analysis of
the major threats and opportunities the Hadza face at the beginning of the 21st
Century. An example would be the opportunity, maybe necessity, of political
alliances on land issues with, for example, pastoralists, building on the work of
the local social justice organisation, the Ujamaa Community Resource Trust.
This would ensure that this extraordinarily rigorous and valuable ethnography
is more than a study of what may be the extinction of one of the first of the
first peoples.
While Marlowe’s book may not be a clear rallying cry in defence of the Hadza
and hunter-gathering as a legitimate and sustainable livelihood, “The Hadza
hunter-gatherers of Tanzania” does have the passion, evidence and humility to
contribute towards it.
Mike Sansom
PLANTS VISITED BY BEES AND OTHER USEFUL PLANTS OF
UMALILA, SOUTHERN TANZANIA. By Paul Latham. ISBN 978 0
9554208 3 2. Availabale from the author at Croft Cottage, Forneth, Blairgowrie,
Perthshire PH10 6SW. paul@latham9.fsnet.co.uk price £21.
This most interesting book came out of a project to encourage the conservation
and planting of useful plants, including “bee” plants. Other objectives of the
author’s initial visits were to assist the local secondary school to set up an agricultural programme and to help school leavers find self-employment especially
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bee-keeping.
Bees not only provide honey and wax for cash, but are vital for the pollination
of food and economic crops as well as indigenous plants. The realisation of this
encourages forest conservation.
Beginning with a short introduction to beekeeping in Umalila, the text continues with one page per species illustrated by excellent colour photos These are
mainly of the plants mentioned, but also include views of Umalila, pictures of
people at work, tools and household objects.
For each of the 188 species discussed, the text is clearly set out with headings
such as common names, description, ecology, propagation, management, uses
and references to the plant in other African countries.
Most of the plants mentioned are indigenous to the area covered and have
traditionally been used for food, medicines, construction or making household
utensils. Introduced species, including food crops, are also included. This
means that although the book relates to a small part of Tanzania it could be
interesting and useful in other countries over sub-Saharan Africa.
The author acknowledges the help of his hosts, botanists who helped with plant
identification, and photographers.
Rachel Nicholson
FROM GOATHERD TO GOVERNOR. Edwin Mtei. Mkuki wa Nyota
Publishers. Dar es Salaam. 2009. ISBN 978-9987-08 030-4 £19.95 (obtainable
from Africa Book Centre Tel: 01273 - 560 - 474)
Tanzania is not blessed with many autobiographies written by Tanzanians of
the calibre of this author. The book is also not just an autobiography – it is a
contribution to the history of some of the most dramatic years in Tanzania’s
post-independence period.
Yes, as the title indicates, Edwin Mtei started life as a goatherd but, in some
ways, he was a rather privileged one. He was a Chagga, regarded, at the
time when he was boy, as the best educated and most advanced segment of
Tanganyikan society, which benefited from an economy supported by good
soils, a good climate and a well organised agricultural industry based on coffee.
His parents were determined to give him a good education and they did.
He was fortunate also to have been born in 1932 which meant that he became
a man just as Tanganyika became a nation. Some of his best descriptive writ-
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ing reflect his feelings during Independence Day - ‘It was excitement beyond
measure.’
Although the civil service was being rapidly Africanised, Mtei’s first objective was to get some money so that he could prepare marriage plans. He
became a District Tobacco Sales
Representative in Kenya but this
job did not satisfy him for long
and he soon began his meteoric
rise up the promotion ladder in
Tanganyika/Tanzania.
He became an Establishment
Officer in the Tanganyika Civil
Service in Dar. He was soon promoted to Chief Establishment
Officer in the Africanisation
Department and began to meet
many of the people who would
soon be running every department
of government. His salary jumped
from £792 per annum to £1,660
– a respectable salary for someone
who was only 29 years old.
His rapid climb continued when
he became Deputy to the Secretary
General of the East African
Common Services Organisation in
Nairobi.
And then, not long after this, President Nyerere suddenly made him Permanent
Secretary in the Treasury in Dar but he was not in this job for long either.
The break-up of the East African Community is covered in fascinating detail
in this book and Mtei soon became Governor of the newly established Bank
of Tanzania. He recalls in the book how, when the first consignment of new
Tanzanian coins arrived in Dar by sea in March 1966 there was nowhere suitable to put them. He writes: ‘The Army agreed to guard them…. We strengthened the doors of the Army’s office building and the army guarded them until
we had built our own strong room, three and a half years later!’ He and his new
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wife were also building a house in Mzinga Way in Dar at the same time.
This was the time of Ujamaa. He and a group of senior personnel were sent
to Kondoa to do some physical work with the villagers. His first project was
digging trenches for water pipes and there were the first indications of Mtei’s
disillusionment with the way the economy was being run. He comments: ‘The
pipes never worked because there had been no proper initial survey....it was
such unplanned projects that contributed to the eventual near collapse of the
economy and the unmanageable foreign debt’.
Next, he learnt that he had suddenly been appointed Secretary General of the
East African Community at a time when President Nyerere was refusing to
speak to Ugandan President Iddi Amin! He found a little time to produce hastily some handing-over notes for the new Governor of the Bank in Dar before
beginning what he described as the ‘hectic and strenuous’ final days of the East
African Community.
But he was on the move again before this death finally took place. As he entered
the last three months of his contract he received an urgent call from State
House. He was to catch the next plane to Dar. But Kenya had just grounded
most East African planes in Nairobi and he had to use a plane on loan from the
national airline of Mozambique.
In Dar, Mwalimu Nyerere told him that he was to be nominated as an MP
and then be appointed Minister for Planning and Finance. ‘I was stunned’ he
writes. When was he to start? The next day! This seemed to be the way in which
Mwalimu liked to conduct cabinet reshuffles.
Then began the saga (which finished in 1979) in which Mtei’s relations with
the President gradually deteriorated. This, the most revealing part of the book,
describes in considerable detail (in Chapters 17 and 18) the other war – between
Mwalimu and the International Monetary Fund (IMF). To complicate matters,
Mtei had been chosen as Chairman of the Boards of Governors of the IMF and
World Bank for part of the same period. As the differences on policy with the
IMF worsened it became apparent to Mtei that he would have to resign from
his ministerial position. He did so in a short but brief confrontation with the
President. Mtei’s analysis of Mwalimu’s economic policies is in Chapter 18.
Within a week he had swapped his house in Dar for a coffee farm in his own
region and became a farmer. But this wasn’t enough and he soon took other
positions in the private sector. He is clearly a ‘workaholic.’
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Then, yet another new phase of his remarkable career began. In July 1992
Tanzania got a new constitution and new political parties were allowed. Mtei
then founded the Chama cha Demokrasia na Maendeleo (CHADEMA) which
is now the main opposition party on the mainland. Those interested in how
multi-party politics developed in Tanzania should read chapters 22 to 24.
The author writes well, in a readable style. He shows a prodigious memory
for people and events. Unfortunately he said that he found writing the book an
‘arduous task’ which must explain why it seems, at 227 pages, so very short.
Sadly, Mr Mtei’s boss, the late Mwalimu, who met so many distinguished leaders worldwide, and participated prominently in the making of world history,
left no written record of his life and work.
This book is not perfect. It is rather expensive in the UK for such a small book
and is almost bereft of critical comment on people and places. A few more
amusing anecdotes might have added to the attractiveness of the book. Perhaps
Mr Mtei does not like to upset people but, as the founding father of what might
become the leading party in the country at some future date, he is likely to have
to do so.
However, Mzee Mtei is to be congratulated for not leaving a vacuum behind
him and for describing these eventful years in such a clear way. Let us hope
that some of the other Tanzanian leaders during this period will put pen to paper
before it is too late. There must be a fear that they won’t. Mwalimu told Mtei
on one occasion, that he was the only one of his ministers who sent him long
reports in writing!
David Brewin.
SIR GEORGE. A THEMATIC HISTORY OF TANZANIA THROUGH
HIS FIFTY YEARS OF PUBLIC SERVICE. Joseph Kulwa Kahama.
Foreign Languages Press, Beijing, China. 182 pages. www.flp.com.cn ISBN
978 7 119 06219 8
This is a very unusual book: a stimulating and interesting account of the
life of a key player in his country’s development written by a son whilst his
father and subject is still alive. ‘Sir George’ is no less than George Kahama,
former General Manager of the Bukoba Co-operative Union, Minister of
Commerce and Industry in Nyerere’s first Cabinet, CEO of the National
Development Corporation, Director General of the Capital Development
Authority, Ambassador at different times to West Germany, China and
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Zimbabwe, MP for Karagwe and currently Chairman of Seacom (T) Ltd – the
undersea fibre optic company which delivers internet services to Tanzania. This
is an extraordinary life which has spanned almost every aspect of Tanzania’s
development over the last sixty years.
Joseph Kahama writes clearly about all these and related phases of George
Kahama’s work. He paints a picture of an extraordinarily energetic individual,
able to master very divergent briefs, but to collect many friends and supporters along the way. The book indicates that Kahama Senr regards the work of
building the new capital at Dodoma as both his greatest challenge and perhaps
greatest failure, in the sense that his vision was never fully realised. His strategy at the NDC, in line with much international thinking at the time, was the
promotion of joint venture companies with equity capital supplied both by
the overseas investor, local investors and government itself. In principle this
was sound, and it is not so different to the new paradigm which has emerged
after the global crisis of the last two years, or to the strategy adopted by the
east Asian economies since the 1970s. However, his work at the National
Development Corporation was to some extent undone as the NDC was first
broken into smaller entities and ultimately saw most of its subsidiary companies fully privatised in the 1980s and 90s.
However Kahama never lost his faith in the ability of the co-operative movement to deliver real services and benefits to farmers and was very glad to return
to his first Cabinet brief as Minister of Co-operatives under President Mwinyi,
investing his energies in seeking to re-invigorate a movement which had lost
so much strength during the late and post ujamaa period.
The book succeeds in throwing some light on Kahama’s real social and political beliefs during the various phases of Tanzania’s political development in
which he has been so closely involved. Whilst on the one hand he has been
consistent in trying to ensure that small farmers and households received a better deal through co-operatives and through the educational system in general,
he has also had a vision of a successful middle class of investors who would
be the backbone of the country’s economic development. It seems that, at least
until the last few years, this has been at odds with the CCM vision and that
Kahama has to be regarded as an odd man out, pushing his own vision against
the odds but never taking it so far as to be fully alienated from the mainstream
of the party.
The author makes it clear that the Catholic faith has been central to Kahama’s
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personal strength which was formally bolstered by the award to him of a papal
knighthood (Knight Commander of the Order of St Gregory the Great) as early
as 1962. His own family, and particularly his wife Janet (currently an MP), have
also been critical to his ability to work in so many different spheres. Kahama
must be the only senior figure in Africa today to have both presided over a late
colonial (and very successful) farmers’ co-operative and the principal internet
distribution service for his country towards the end of the first decade of the
twenty first century.
His son has done an excellent job in capturing this rich life and much of the
modern history of Tanzania in the process.
Lawrence Cockcroft
TINGA TINGA - UNIQUE, KITSCH OR QUALITY ?
This summer the Tinga Tinga art movement was the focus of several unrelated
cultural events, bringing an opportunity to see and consider the continuity and
new directions of this popular genre of Tanzanian art. The brightly-coloured
and uncomplicated style of narrative painting on square board was invented by
Tinga Tinga aka Edward Saidi in 1968. Most accounts relate how he, then a
labourer in Dar es Salaam, was inspired by colourful Congolese paintings on
paper which were sold in the open air by vendors in the capital.
The events included two exhibitions: ‘TINGATINGA - Unique Paintings from
Tanzania’ (Croydon Clocktower Gallery with some 25 works), and ‘TINGA
TINGA KITSCH or QUALITY - Bicycle enamel on board and canvas’ (Round
Tower Gallery, Copenhagen, with some 100 works) and also an animated
Childrens BBC television series ‘TINGA TINGA TALES’.
The latter, a totally new departure if remarkable appropriation generated in
Nairobi, indicates the continuing and general appeal of the Tanzanian style,
though the initiative is beyond the scope of this account.
The two exhibitions were the results of enthusiasts wanting to share their
personal involvements with the Tanzanian artists and their own painting collections. While the Croydon show was organised solely by amateurs Stef and
Maggie Van der Heuvel, the Danish effort of ThorupART (a family art consultancy) had considerable professional input, including some photographs by
anthropologist Jesper Kerknaes who has been involved with the Tinga Tinga
movement since its beginning. The Copenhagen exhibition included loans (13
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Deputy High Commissioner Kilumanga at the exhibition (Elsbeth Court)
by Tinga Tinga himself and many sculptures by Lilanga) and published an
attractive and comprehensive catalogue, the best to date.
Comparison may seem unfair, but van der Heuvel’s modest collection stood up
well, offering an overview of the movement’s history through selected paintings and a good range of contemporary practice including a painting by Lilanga
and several by Charinda. His work is interesting because he tackles different
subject matter, whether shetani, slave trade or daily life (one on display in the
British Museum) in the same graphic style.
Other current artists use different graphic styles but keep the characteristic colour palette. To its credit, the movement has been able to accommodate differing
approaches while some artists maintain the classic repertoire, especially those
related to the first generation (one of whom is a woman: Agnes Mpata). Van
der Heuvel also displayed contextual material, for example two Chagga bowls
decorated in Tinga Tinga style, greeting cards and other ephemera as well as
relevant books.
Overall, ‘TINGATINGA – UNIQUE PAINTINGS’ provided an excellent
introduction, even if some of us query the organizer’s use of descriptors like
‘unique’ and ‘exotic’ for what is a national style. I found a bit of a mismatch
between the works and the rhetoric (and wanted documentation) but these
matters seemed not to bother the Tanzanians at the Preview. Indeed, in his
opening speech Deputy High Commissioner Chabaka Kilumanga reiterated
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that he had bestowed Stef Van der Heuvel with the honorary title ‘Tinga Tinga
Ambassador to the UK’ and congratulated him warmly for rekindling interest
in Tinga Tinga including his own.
Catalogue: Thorup, Tine & Sam, Cuong (2010) TINGA TINGA 2010
KITSCH or QUALITY - Bicycle enamel on board & canvas. Copenhagen:
torupARt.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/tingatingatales/watch/tingatingatalesclips
Examples of two relevant books: Yves Gosginny’s Tinga Tinga Popular
Painting from Tanzania and Chris Spring’s Angaza Afrika. African Art Now.
Elsbeth Joyce Court

LETTERS
New Director needed
I’m writing to let you know I have decided that the time is right to start
looking for a new Director to take on the day to day management of
READ International. My hope when I started READ way back in 2004
was that we’d create a charitable organisation that not only has a big
vision, but one that actually achieves great things and is truly sustainable. Six years later and we have now sent over 850,000 books to East
Africa, we have a great staff team, we have a network of thousands of
volunteers and alumni, we have a solid financial foundation, we have
ongoing relationships with funders, we have strong corporate partnerships, and we’ve been winning awards left, right and centre - as we
shyly tell you about every few weeks at the moment!
We’re not planning on doing any of this in a hurry and most likely
won’t have anyone in place for at least another 6 months. We shall start
actively recruiting for the role shortly. Please spread the word:
http://www.readinternational.org.uk/about/read_vacancies/
Robert Wilson (Founding Director, READ International)
A Kirangi speaker needed
I am a PhD student at the School of Oriental and African Studies and
am doing a PhD in linguistics looking at the language Kirangi (Rangi/
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Langi) spoken in the Dodoma/Kondoa region. I have just returned from
an 8-month field trip to Tanzania where I was conducting research. I am
looking for a Kirangi-speaker living in the UK who may be able to assist
me with some further research now I am back in the UK.
Any assistance would be greatly appreciated.
Hannah Gibson

140070@soas.ac.uk
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Elsbeth Joyce Court is a IFCELS lecturer in World Art and Research Associate at the
Centre of African Studies.
Lawrence Cockcroft is a development economist who has worked recurrently
in Tanzania since 1964 and is founder Trustee of the Tanzania Gatsby Trust. He is
a Director of African Agricultural Capital, an investment company with interests
throughout East Africa.
John Grimshaw studied the elephant population and forest ecology of the northern slope of Kilimanjaro 1990-1994 and retains strong links with Lerang’wa village
there.
Henry Kippin is a writer and policymaker working at the Royal Society of Arts, and
a fellow of the University of Sheffield.
Tony Marsh is a geologist who was Shell Exploration’s Managing Director in Dar
es Salaam from 1985-90. In Tanzania, he concluded Shell/ Esso’s exploration in the
Selous Basin, and initiated Shell’s exploration activities in the onshore Mandawa
Basin in south-east Tanzania and offshore in the Mafia Basin.
Rachel Nicholson, accompanying her husband, lived in Tanzania and Nigeria for
twenty eight years, of which fifteen were in Mbeya. Walks in the Southern Highlands
with Phil Leedal inspired her, like many others, to take a special interest in the plants
of that lovely part of the world.
Mike Sansom is a social justice worker with 30 years as a development worker,
activist, lecturer, citizen and Dad. He was Director of African Initiatives, a UK social
justice organisation working with pastoralists and hunter-gatherers in Tanzania on
natural resource management and women’s rights. He is now back in Aotearoa/New
Zealand where he manages New Zealand’s aid programme to Papua New Guinea.
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